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Inspiring quotations from Paramahansa Yogananda are magically blended with beautiful

photographs of nature. Inner Reflections has gained a reputation as one of the most stunning and

beautiful inspirational engagement calendars available. The photographs in this calendar are

accompanied by selections from the writings of Paramahansa Yogananda, whose timeless and

universal teachings have awakened many, of all races, cultures, and creeds, to a deeper awareness

of the one reality that sustains and unites us all. Whether spread over the vast heavens or hidden in

the exquisite delicacy of a tiny flower, nature's beauty is always beckoning, inviting us to look behind

the outward form and sense the presence of God within. The thoughts and images in these pages

will bring you inspiration and encouragement in the days and weeks of the year. Inspiring quotations

from Paramahansa Yogananda are magically blended with 53 images from the world's top nature

photographers.
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This Weekly Engagement Calendar has become a must have for me every year. Each week has an

absolutely beautiful photograph, and a very thoughtful spiritual meditation /reflection under each

photo. There's ample space each week to note / keep track of appointments, milestones, family

events, special occasions, etc. And at the back of the book there's a page for each month. This is

the best weekly calendar on the market!

I have been buying this calendar for years but just realized I could buy it through  and save some



thru prime. I love this calendar and look forward to getting it each year! It has the most beautiful

photographs from all over along w/wonderful spiritual/uplifting quotations for each week. I don't

know how I would keep track of my schedule whether day, week or months. There is ample room to

write under each day and also pages for extra notes at the back along w/previous and upcoming

year calendars. Very well made. Nothing comes close to this, especially for what you get!

Beautiful photos w/equally wonderful & inspirational quotations. Non-denominational & uplifting. It's

also a very useful for listing appointments & daily happenings.

This is the 5th year I have purchased the Inner Reflections Engagement Calendar. The layout is

great for seeing your week-at-a-glance. The photography is always exemplary - stunningly beautiful

& meditative. The "words of wisdom" that underscore each photo are enlightening,encouraging, &

thought provoking. I love this calendar & look forward each new year to experiencing this treasure of

a time-management tool.

If you're still searching for a gift or looking for a year of inspiration for yourself, check out this lovely

gift. The Inner Reflections 2012 Calender is filled with beautiful images of nature and coupled with

quotes by Yogananda for every week of 2012. One of my favorites is a red boulder balanced on

another rock. The quote beneath it reads, "Practice the art of living in this world without losing your

inner peace of mind. Follow the path of balance." Yogananda, a revered Indian teacher who died in

1952, inspired many in Americans by his deep devotion and ideals of selfless service. His life was

immortalized in Autobiography of a Yogi and continues to be a spiritual classic.

I buy this engagement calendar every Christmas for my sister, my best friend, and myself (among

others). It's photos match & exceed Sierra & Arizona Highways each year, but it's the Inner

Reflection comments that make it such a precious gift to give & receive. It's a gift that gives all year

long and often during the year the recepients will share how much they are enjoying it. It is highly

coveted by my spiritual friends.And the good news is  always has the best price, plus there's no

taxes or shipping costs (when purchasing > $25:)

I bought this to help me stay organize but also to look at something on the pages n get inspired to. I

love it it is a great inspiring Facebook. The pictures are beautiful and the quotes are inspiring. It is

very detailed and space to wright n keep your notes in order. It is a bit big and a little heavy but i like



it anyways.

I looked at TONS of planners and actually bought and then returned one before finding this one. I

love it, it's perfect size and has enough room under each day to put down every appointment you

might have as a busy mom or student. I also love the "inner reflections" for each week which is

basically a pretty picture with a quote under it that makes you stop and ponder a minute. It fits

perfecting in my purse and my only complaint might be is that it does not come with a ribbon or

bookmark to mark your spot in the book, very VERY minor problem for me.
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